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Abstract

ger wordlength, sign, overflow handling scheme, and
quantization mode of individual variables and constants can be assigned using comments in the floatingpoint program. Then, the developed fixed-point preprocessor modifies the floating-point data type to the
fixed-point type, and attaches a header file defining
the fixed point class. The operations associated with
the fixed-point data type, such as ‘=’, ‘+’, ‘-’, ‘x’,
and ‘/’, are also defined at the class declaration. In
the modified program, fixed-point arithmetic operations, instead of floating-point arithmetic, are conducted automatically due to the operator overloading capability of the C++ language[2]. Except for
declaring the variables to fixed-point class type and
adding the fixed-point header file, any other part of
the original program is changed during the conversion
process. Since digital signal processing programs can
be written differently according to the implementation
architectures, this utility software can also be used for
comparing the fixed-point characteristics of different
implementation architectures.

This utility software automatically converts
a floating-point digital signal processing program written in C or C++ language to a fixedpoint program. The conversion is conducted by
defining a new fixed-point data class and utilizing the operator overloading characteristic of
the C++ language. A generalized fixed-point
format which consists of the wordlength, integer wordlength, sign, overflow, and quatization
mode is employed for specifying a fixed-point
variable or a fixed-point constant. Thus, it is
possible to simulate the finite wordlength and
the scaling effects of digital signal processing
programs very easily.

1

Introduction

Although most of the digital signal processing algorithms are developed using floating-point arithmetic,
VLSI or fixed-point digital signal processor based implementation of them requires fixed-point arithmetic
for the sake of hardware cost and speed. However, the
fixed-point implementation can suffer from excessive
finite wordlength effects due to overflows and quantization noise[l). Therefore, it is necessary to simulate
digital signal processing algorithms using fixed-point
arithmetic before implementation. However, it has
been considered a tedious process to convert a floatingpoint algorithm t o a fixed-point one. In this paper, a
fixed-point preprocessing utility software which automatically converts a floating-point digital signal processing program written in C or C++ to a fixedpoint equivalent is developed. The wordlength, inte-

2

For the representation of the fixed-point data, the
generalized fixed-point format[3] using the attributes
specified in the following format is employed:

< w o r d l e n g t h , integer-wordlength,
sign-overflozu-qzluntization-mode

>

( 1)

The wordlength is the total number of bits for representing a fixed-point signal. The accuracy of representation or the amount of quantization noise is determined by the wordlength. The integer wordlength
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Generalized Fixed-point Data Format

can be found a t the operator list in Fig. 1. Brief explanations of them are as follows.

is the number of bits to the left of the (hypothetical) binary-point. The sign can be either unsigned(‘u’)
or two’s complement(‘t’). The two’s complement sign
format requires one additional bit. For example, in
the fractional format, the MSB (Most Significant Bit)
is the sign bit, and the hypothetical binary-point is
assumed to be located just next to the sign bit. Thus,
any signal value in the fractional format cannot be
larger than one, which is a serious limitation for the
translation of a floating-point program to a fixed-point
counterpart. The integer wordlength corresponds to
0 in the fractional format. The generalized fixedpoint format allows any integer wordlength in order
to overcome the limitation of the fractional format.
The positive range of a signal value that can be represented equals to 2integer wordlength . For example, a
signal having an integer wordlength of 2 can represent a signal between -4 to +4 without overflow. The
overflow mode specifies whether no treatment (‘0’)
or
saturation (‘s’)scheme is used when overflow ocurrs,
and the quantization mode denotes whether rounding
(5’)or truncation (‘t’) is used for the quantization of
lower significant bits. For example, a fixed-point format of ‘< 10,2, “tsr”>’ corresponds to the wordlength
of 10 bits, integer wordlength of 2 bits, two’s complement representation, saturation when overflow ocurrs,
and rounding for wordlength reduction. A 10 bit binary data 0101000000 with the above format should
be interpreted as 010.1000000, which corresponds to
a real value of 2.5. In this generalized fixed-point format, two data can be added or subtracted only when
their integer wordlengths are the same. The integer
wordlength can be changed by using arithmetic shift
operations. Arithmetic right-shift of one bit increases
of the integer wordlenth by one. Thus, the number
of shifts required can be obtained by comparing the
integer wordlength of the two input data. The C++
header file which defines the generalized fixed-point
class is shown in Fig. 1. As shown in this figure, the
generalized fixed-point class, class gFix, has six private members, which are the mantissa(1ong m), the
wordlength(sh0rt wl), the integer wordlength(short
ial), and attributes(char r e p r e s e n t , s a t u r a t i o n ,
round). The maximum wordlength allowed is 32 bits,
but will be extended to a larger number at the next
version.

3

1. The assignment operator, ‘=’, converts the input data according t o the fixed-point format of
the left side variable, and assigns the format converted data to this variable. The input data,
which is the evaluated result at the right side, can
have either a floating-point or a fixed-point data
type. If the given format of the left side variable
does not have enough precision for representing
the input data, the data is modified according to
the attributes of the left side variable, such as
saturation, rounding, or trucation.
2. The operation of the fixed-point add operator,
‘+’, is shown in Fig. 2. In order to prevent
any loss of accuracy during the operation, it
first computes the maximum integer and fractional wordlengths of two input data. For example, when the integer and fractional wordlengths
for the first operand are 2 and 8, respectively,
and those for the second operand are 4 and 6 ,
respectively, the internal data has the integer
wordlength of 5 and fractional wordlength of 8.
After then, the input data are aligned by using
shift operations, and added in fixed-point.
3. The fixed-point multiply operator, ‘*’, is also described in Fig. 2. The wordlength of the product
is the sum of the wordlengths of the two input
data minus one in order to eliminate the superfluous sign. And, the integer wordlength becomes
the sum of the two input integer wordlengths.
4. Arithmetic right shift operator, ‘>>’, reduces the

integer wordlength by one, and increases the fractional wordlength by one. The total number of
bits is not changed.

5 . Arithmetic left shift operator, ‘<<’, increases the
integer wordlength by one, and, instead, reduces
the fractional wordlength by one.
As described in the above, there is no loss of accuracy during the fixed-point add, multiply, arithmetic
right shift, and arithmetic left shift operations. The
format conversion is occurred only at the assignment
operator. Thus, two programs shown in Fig. 3-(a)
and (b) can have the different fixed-point results. In
Fig. 3-(b), the result of “ a b” is format converted
to 10 bit data, and then added to the operand c , and
then format converted again.

Operators for the gFix Class

+

The gFix class supports most of the basic assignment and arithmetic operations supported in C or
C++ languages. The list of the operations supported
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4

Examples

to integer programs or VHDL codes, this work can
be extended to efficient VLSI or general purpose digital signal processor based implementations. Also, an
automatic wordlength optimization software for C or
C++ based digital signal processing programs is being developed by combining this fixed-point simulation
software and the wordlength optimizing algorithm[7].

A first order IIR digital filter and an 8-point DCT
program using Chen’s algorithm[4] are implemented.
Floating-point programs written in C++ are converted to fixed-point equivalents by the developed preprocessor.
4.1

IIR filter
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class gFix
gFix operator + (gFixt x, gFixh y)
// assume that
// result .vl = max( result. iwl +
max(x.fv1, y.fvl) + 1, HAXYL
//
// result.iv1 = max(x.iw1, y.iwl) + 1
// ,where fvl means fraction word-length.

i
long
short
short
char
char
char

m;
ivl;
wl;
represent;
saturation;
round;

//
//
//
//
//
//

mantissa
integer word-length
total word-length
't' or, 'U'
' 8 ' or, ' 0 '
'r) or. 't'

c
short
short
short
gFix

public :

// constructors
gFix0 ;
gFix(short vlen, short ivlen, char *fmt);
gFix(doub1e d, short wlen, short ivlen, char *fmt);

shift;
xflen, yflen: // fraction length
maxf len;
z;

-

xflen = x.wl - x.ivl
1;
y.ivl
1;
yflen = y.vl
maxflen = ( xflen > yflen) ? xflen : yflen;
? x.iwl+l : y.ivl+l;
z.iv1 = (x.iv1 > y.iwl
z.vl
z.ivl + maxflen + 1;
if( z.v1 > HAXUL z.vl = HAXUL;

-

......

-

// assignment operators
gFixt operator = (gFixt x);
gFixt operator = (double d);

shift = x.iwl - y.iv1;
if( shift >= 0 ) C
if( shift < 31
z.m = (x.m>>l) + (y.m>>(shift+l));
else z.m
(x.m>>l);

// basic operators
friend gFix operator + (gFixt x, gFixt y);
friend gFix operator - (gFixk x, gFixb y);
friend gFix operator * (gFixC x. gFixt y) ;
friend gFix operator / (gFix0 x, gFixh y);
friend gFix operator << (gFixt x, short b);
friend gFix operator >> (gFixt x, short b) ;

-

3

else i
if( shift > -31 )
z.m = (x.m>>(-shift+l)) + (y.m>>l);
else z.m = (y.m>>1):

......

3

// assignaent based operators
gFixt operator += (gFixt XI;
gFixt operator -1 (gFixt x);
gFix& operator *= (gFixt) ;

>

return z;

gFix operator * (gFixt x, gFixt y)
// assume that
1
// result.vl = x.v1 + y.vl
// result.iw1 = x.ivl + y.ii11

.....

-

// relational operators
friend short operator == (gFixt x. gFixh y);
friend short operator != (gFixh x, gFixh y);
friend short operator >= (gFixt x, gFixh y);

I
gFix z;

......

-

z.vl = x.wl + y.wl
1;
if( z.vl > HAXYL ) z.vl = HAXUL;
z.iv1 = x.ivl + y.iv1;
2.
= ((x.n>>16) 8 (y.m>>16)) C< 1;

// miscellaneous operators
friend istread operator >> (istreamt s, gFixt x ) ;
friend o s t r e d operator << (ostreamt s, gFixt x);

......

return

2;

1

3:

Figure 2: Operators of the gFix class.

Figure 1: Header file for the generalized fixed-point
class declaration.
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#include "gFix.h"

double a, b, c ; /* <12, 0, "tsr"> */
double d;
/* <io, 1, "tsr"> */
d = a + b + c:

double a, b, c; /* (12, 0, "tsr") */
double d;
/* <IO, 1, "tsr"> */
double tmp:
/* (10. 1, "tsr"> */
tmp = a + b;
d = tmp + c ;

gFix Xin(l2.0,"tsr"):
gFix Yout(l6,3,"tsr");
gFix Ydly(l6.3,"tsr");
gFix Acoeff (lO,O,"tsr") ;
short i;

/*
/*
/*
/*

<12,O,"tsr"> */
<12,O,"tsr"> */
<12,0,"tsr"> */
<12,0,"tsrt9 */

Acoeff = 0.979999;
Ydly = 0.;
for( i = 0; i < 1000; i++ i
infile >> Xin ;
Yout Acoeff * Ydly + Xin ;
Ydly = Yout ;
outfile << Yout << '\n':

-

1
Figure 5: The translated fixed-point simulation program for IIR digital filtering.

Figure 3: Three operand addition using different architec tures.

double
double
double
double

IC81 :
t C8l;
Y C81;
CC71 ;

/* <12,8."tsr"> */
/* <13,9,"tsr"> * /
/* <16,9,"tsr"> */
/* <14.O."tsr"> */

= cos(PI/4.):
= cos(PI/8.);
= sin(PI/8.);
= cos(PI/16.):
c[4] = cos(3*PI/16.);
C[S]
sin(3*PI/16.);
C[6] = sin(PI/16.):

C[O]
C[ll
C[2]
c[3]

double Xin;
/* <12,O,"tsr"> */
double Yout; /* <16,3,"tsr"> * /
double Ydly; /* <16,3,"tsr"> */
double Acoeff; /* <lO,O,"tsr"> */
short i:

tC01
t[1]
tC21
tC31

-

=
=
=
=

tC41 =
t[5] =
t[6] =
t[7] =

Acoeff = 0.979999;
Ydly = 0.;
for( i = 0; i < 1000; i++ 1 I
infile >> Xin ;
Yout = Acoeff Ydly + Xin ;
Ydly = Yout ;
outfile << Yout << '\n';

XCOI + XC71;
XC11 + XC6l;
XC21 + xc51:
xc31 + xc41;
XCOl - xc71;
XC11
XC61:
XC21 - XC51;
XC31 - XC4I;

-

Y CO] =(C CO1 *t CO1 +cc01*t Cll+C CO1.t C2l+C CO1*t C31) /2. i
Y [11=(C c11 *t [OI+CC21 *t ClI-C[21 *t E21-c ClI*t c31)/2. ;
Y C21=(C CO1 *t CO1 -cc01*t 111-CCOI*t CZl+C COl*t c31)/2.;
Y [3] =(C c21*t CO1 -cc11*t [ll+CC13 *t C21-cC2l*t C31)/2. ;

1

Y [4] =(C
Y [SI =(C
Y [6] =(C
Y [7] =(C

Figure 4: A floating-point C++ program for IIR digital filtering.

C31 *t [O]+CC41 *t [ll+CC5] *t c2]+C C6l*t 131) /2.;

C41 *t CO] -CC61*t [l] -CC31*t C2I-C C51*t 131) /2. ;
C5l *t CO1 -CC31*t ClI+C[61 *t C2l+C [4l*t C31)/2.:
[SI *t CO1 -Cc51*t [1l+Cc41 *t C2l-C C3l *t C3l ) /2.;

Figure 6: A C++ 8-point DCT program by Chen's
algorithm.
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